Eric Carbonara: Technical Rider
As you’ll see below, Eric Carbonara is fairly low-maintenance and does not require very much
from promoters!
Fee:
Any arrangement regarding performance fee should be arranged and agreed upon within (7)
seven days of the performance. In the event that the performance fee is to be altered, Eric
Carbonara should be given 48-hours notice.
Stage:
One (1) large-diaphragm condenser microphone with cardioid pickup pattern.
-If large-diaphragm condenser is not available, a high-end dynamic microphone
is acceptable.
One (1) boom mic stand.
-Boom stands are preferred over straight mic stands for
fine tuning mic placement especially if multiple guitars are used.
One (1) guitar stand suitable for an acoustic guitar.
One (1) sturdy chair with back and NO ARMS.
–stools are uncomfortable and make it difficult to play!
Occasionally, Eric uses a Schertler DYN-G pickup for his guitars. In these instances, Eric will
either provide his own Schertler Unico Amplifier and/or an active Direct Box.
Accommodation:
If a hotel is provided, Eric is happy with a simple room that is quiet and clean; nothing fancy is
needed.
However, Eric prefers to stay with locals provided that the lodging is clean, safe,
and quiet. Again, nothing fancy is needed.
Travel:
Eric can never underestimate how helpful it is to have someone pick him up from
or deliver him to a train/bus station or airport. Any assistance with helping Eric get to and from the
station/hotel/venue is most appreciated.
Food/Drink:
Eric eats anything and everything. He has no allergies or dietary restrictions. He
is very passionate about indulging in the culinary delights of new cities and is
very open to trying anything that is local and new to him. He prefers to drink
either Belgian beer or Irish whiskey. However, much like with food, he love’s to
try whatever is made locally. He doesn’t drink very much but he does prefer to
have at least one alcoholic drink prior to his set and a few during and after.
Stipend in lieu of a meal?
Eric can easily fend for himself with $15USD/£10/€10.
Questions?:
You can contact Eric directly at eric.carbonara@gmail.com or call (if within the United States) at
215-820-6257.

